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AGENDA & RESEARCH OBJECT

The presentation focus on:
1. Theoretical approach on ’collaboration’, 

‘social order’ and ‘sub-practice’

2. A finding: The missing links

Focus in the research:
We enquire how collaborative processes 
between teachers and other educators 
affect inclusion and exclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maria CIn a Danish context, teachers normally work alone in the classroom, and inclusive school development is organised through support teams that are not involved in the teachers’ teaching practice in the classroom. Collaborative processes are mainly aimed at increasing inclusion through counselling activities, observations in the classroom or different kinds of training activities for one or more students outside the classroom. Collaborative processes are normally initiated because a teacher is worried about a student, and then the support team takes responsibility for defining and identifying the problem or situation. The supporting team identifies the problem through discussions at meetings, observations in the classroom, and meetings with other experts or with the parents, and finally the team suggests or decides new strategies or new interventions. 
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COLLABORATION – AN UNDERSTANDING

The actions and 
negotiations that take 
place in and between 
different sub-practices 
on a theme or issue

(Bronfenbrenner, 1979, Latour, 2005, 2006, 2008)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CharlotteWe have a sociological approach to understanding inclusion … then inclusion is not a matter of specific actors' partial actions, but about the many different actions and negotiations, which are inter-related and inter-connected, and all together produce and reproduce a given social order across the school's various sub-practices (Hansen et al., 2018).In order to get an understanding of how these networks, the relationships and the connections that show up in the work and the collaboration in and around the school we have inspired us by Bronfenbrenner's ecological model��Here we have written four different contexts KLIK (society, municipality, school, classroom) that surrounds the work that takes place in and around the school in relation to inclusion and exclusion processes��In the class, we see the actors who are important for what is negotiated - what actions are going on and the relationships that are connected.�There are students, teachers, families and resource persons��If we look at the school itself, it is in addition to the class's actors, eg SFO, school leader, teacher college and external resource persons��In the municipality ring, in addition to the class and the school, for example, the PPR, the municipal politics, the inclusion agenda and special schools��In the society, for example, international conventions such as the salamanca declaration, working hours agreements and social policy are important for the practice that is carried out in both the municipality, the school and the classSo trying to crasp or understand how the professionals collaborate we look for the traces of the actions and negotiations that take place in and between different sub-practices on a theme or issue 
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TRANSLATIONAL SOCIOLOGY

Actor Actor

Actor

Translation

The capacity of actions is a 
question of the associations 
that are possible in the 
network in which the actor is 
involved

Through translation processes, 
the difference between two 
actants creates connection

(Jensen, 2005, Latour, 2005, 2006, 2008)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on Latour's translations sociology it is possible to examine the negotiations that take place in the professional's work and collaboration and to project the ways in which the actors are defined, associated and at the same time are obliged to be faithful to their alliances.We therefore take a starting point understanding collaboration through a relational network-understanding, where the particular angels or actors for example, can be associated with the professionals.It will thus be the translations that occur between the actors who become the subject of the analysis in the network when we focus on the negotiation processes in the professional practices. KLIK The capacity of actions is a question of the associations that are possible in the network in which the actor is involvedKLIK Through translation processes, the difference between two actants creates the connectionThe analysis object will then focus on the difference between how the two actants creates connections and meaningmaking through translationsprocesses 
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INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION PROCESSES 
HAPPENS THROUGH PRACTICE

 We define a practice as a practice 
(re)producing norms, rules, meaning and 
routines through social processes

 The constitution of social order is a 
negotiation between individuality and 
collectivity. 

 How much diversity can a social practice 
accommodate before the social structure 
are experienced as threatened?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maria ChristinaFor example, how much of school time can a boy be allowed to sit for himself before the community is challenged/provoked? Many teachers use the argument: I can no longer take responsibility for his learning
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CHARACTERISTICS ON PRACTICE
 Situational: a given activity is bodily, temporally 

and spatially rooted (Bourdieu, 1996, 2008; 
Schatzki, 2001)

 Transforming: practice is produced by and 
produces differences, interruptions, challenges, 
inequalities, inconsistencies, etc. (Buch, 2017)

 Artifacts & Reification: tools, symbols, stories and 
concepts that produce practice in a solidified 
form (Latour, 2008; Wenger, 2004)

 Sub-practices: schools as a practice represent 
several interrelated and interdependent sub-
practices (Feldman, 2003). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maria ChristinaSituational: a practice always unfolds in a context. As of right now: a Thursday afternoon in Copenhagen, where the stomach is full after lunch Transforming: a practice is not always neat and well-ordered: a meeting practice can be full of differences, interruptions, troubles, people who come and go, sounds, thoughts and noise and so onArtifacts & Reification: practice is organized around things, it can be lunch boxes or music, but practice also produces things such as reports, test ectSub-practices: For example, practices taking place in classrooms are sub-practises, and so are practices taking place at different types of meetings. Practises are what you could call multi-relational configurations
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EXAMPLES OF ROUTINES AND RULES
 A routine may be that the meeting begins with a round where all meeting 

participants tell what they have experienced with a student since the last 
meeting 

 There are no explicit rules at the meetings; for example, in the form of 
regulations regarding agenda and minutes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maria ChristinaAll have to give examples of how the have experienced the student. Sometimes this takes most of the meeting timeThere are rules in the form of legal basis of what are (not) talked about e.g. that there is an obligation to respect the duty of confidentiality. 
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EXAMPLES OF NORMS AND MEANING

 A norm may be that the meeting should be concluded with an action; for 
example, that something must be done with the student, or to set a new 
meeting date 

 Meaning making happens for instance when the professionals produce 
data (or narratives) in relation to a given problem/student

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maria Christinasince the professionals are often in the action mode, they want something to happen and if one cannot agree, one can always agree to talk more at a new meetingat a school, the professionals would like to investigate what the ethnic minority boys were doing, as they did not interact with the 'white' boys. When it was known that they enjoyed themselves and watched movies in the library, like the other boys, it was concluded that more empirical data had to be collected. Their assumptions were not confirmed.
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Meeting practice
(Field-observations)

Classroom practice
(Video-observations)

PRACTICE AND SUB-PRACTICES

Meeting practice
(Audio-observations)

Solutions: 
(Field-observations)

The relation between inclusion and exclusion: 

Other kinds of col-
laboration between 
teachers and other

professionals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CharlotteA tendency we also have analyzed is regarding how the concerns about a student, the professional knowledge and skills circulate through collborative processes and the significance these processes have for the solution models that arise in relation to the students opportunities for participation.Through our 9 case analyzes, there have been some trends that we have chosen to call the missing links. We have developed a special process model to find out how processes influence each other We have been observing in classrooms (klik 1) – On different meetings (click 2) In addition, we have also followed other forms of collaboration (click 3) between teachers and resource persons��In the analysis of the importance of collaboration for the students participation - and thus the boundary between inclusion and exclusion - we can identify what types of knowledge are filtered (click 4) from the classroom to the practice and vice versa, and how to filter��In addition to classroom practice and meeting practice, other forms of collaboration can create knowledge that is also included in the meeting practice (click 5).�These forms of collaboration do not necessarily have a practical connection with the classroom (click 6) but can contribute with knowledge and competencies in the meeting practice��All these factors lead to different solutions that differ from case to case (click 7) - in this process we have been particularly interested in analyzing the negotiations leading to special solutions (click 8)These processes have an impact on how the relation (click 9) between inclusion and exclusion are being constructed��
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THE MISSING LINK – CASE MARY; 2. GRADE
Classroom practice

(video-observations)

Meeting practice
(Field-observations)

Solutions: 
• 4 students are pulled-out
• Student gets a tangle

twister
(Fields-observations)

Cause of concern /description:
Teacher/ressource person

The relation between inclusion and exclusion: 
Student has inherent problems – Her strenghts are not taking into

account - pull-out instead of working with the class culture

• Noisy class
• Student participates
• Makes nuisance of her self
• Focuses a lot on her peers

• Difficult situation at the home
• Disruptive; like a Vulcano
• Difficult culture in the class

Other kinds of col-
laboration between 
teachers and other

professionals

x

x
x

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CharlotteLet me try to put your attention to a this specific case were the teacher and the resource person are concerned for a student which and her lack of participation In our video observations in the classroom we saw that the class culture was very noisyWe saw thatThe student participatesShe makes a nuisance of her selfShe focusses a lot of her peersIn our observations on the meeting practice we saw that the professionals discussedDifferent problems from the students home situationThat they caracterise the student as disruptive – she is like a volcanoThat they find the class culture problematicIn terms of these processes we find that there are some of these informations from the class that are not present but absentWhich leads to that at the meeting we find these missing linksThe student participates She focuses on her peers and are very socialWe also saw regarding the solutions that the difficult situation at the students home did not influence the practice of the solutionBut that the solution was to pull 4 students out of the classroom in order to work with the class culture in the belief that the culture could be able to include these 4 students afterwardsWe also saw that another solution was to give the student a tangle twister so she could calm down and not act/behave as a volcanoSo the relation between inclusion and exclusion our findings suggests that the student is seen with inherent problems and that her strength like she participates and have good relations with her peers are not taking into account as well as her home situation.Despite all of the inclusive approaching from the professinalsAll of this refers to that the solutions have focus on the individual student and how to compensate The solution model has a predominantly individual focus, which is not attempted to make changes in the community and all the solution models have a compensatory aim.So in regard to the boundary between inclusion and exclusion – our findings points out that the collaborative negotiations between individuality and collectivity mostly end up with strategies, targeting the student and seldom teachers’ practice in the classroom  
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HOW CAN MISSING LINKS BECOME POSSIBLE

 Isles of passion and mission
 Lack of documentation and validation
 Arbitrary systematic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maria Christina – kun hvis tiden tillader det 1) situations where the professionals pursue what they themselves are passionate about. The internal resource person puts it: "this has indeed been a playground for me (...). I completely decided for myself what I wanted. (...) It's rare you get no to any idea, you want to.” It provides a large, professional space, but at the same time they miss getting feedback.2) Our analysis shows that teachers and other educators negotiate understandings of both problems and solutions. These negotiations run over time, in different contexts and by different professionals. We are not able to identify formal structures for when to follow up on concrete efforts or how to evaluate them. 3) The lack of reasoning, documentation and validation of problem identification is what we have chosen to call ‘arbitrary systematics’. There is a strong tendency in our data for problem identification to appear arbitrary in the sense that it is not documented or validated systematically. 
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QUESTIONS AND REFLECTIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Her er to bud på noget samarbejde og hvad er jeres budWhat opportunities and limitations does it provide, looking at the school's practice as sub-practices in relation to work on developing the inclusive school?What do you think about the two presented understandings of collaboration - what impact it could have on developing inclusive school practice?
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